The FASTA package of sequence comparison programs has been modi®ed to provide accurate statistical estimates for local sequence similarity scores with gaps. These estimates are derived using the extreme value distribution from the mean and variance of the local similarity scores of unrelated sequences after the scores have been corrected for the expected effect of library sequence length. This approach allows accurate estimates to be calculated for both FASTA and Smith-Waterman similarity scores for protein/protein, DNA/DNA, and protein/translated-DNA comparisons. The accuracy of the statistical estimates is summarized for 54 protein families using FASTA and Smith-Waterman scores. Probability estimates calculated from the distribution of similarity scores are generally conservative, as are probabilities calculated using the Altschul-Gish l, K, and H parameters. The performance of several alternative methods for correcting similarity scores for library-sequence length was evaluated using 54 protein superfamilies from the PIR39 database and 110 protein families from the Prosite/SwissProt rel. 34 database. Both regressionscaled and Altschul-Gish scaled scores perform signi®cantly better than unscaled Smith-Waterman or FASTA similarity scores. When the Prosite/ SwissProt test set is used, regression-scaled scores perform slightly better; when the PIR database is used, Altschul-Gish scaled scores perform best. Thus, length-corrected similarity scores improve the sensitivity of database searches. Statistical parameters that are derived from the distribution of similarity scores from the thousands of unrelated sequences typically encountered in a database search provide accurate estimates of statistical signi®cance that can be used to infer sequence homology.
Introduction
Sequence similarity searches today are the most effective method for exploiting the information in the rapidly growing DNA and protein sequence databases. One of the most dramatic improvements in similarity searching was the introduction of accurate statistical estimates for similarity searches for alignments without gaps in the BLAST sequence comparison package . Accurate statistical estimates make it possible to identify automatically sequences that are likely to be homologous (i.e. that share statistically signi®cant similarity because of descent from a common ancestor). In general, if statistically signi®-cant similarity is found between two sequences and the similarity does not simply re¯ect a region with unusual amino acid composition, the sequences are likely to be homologous.
The BLAST package of sequence comparison programs (Altschul et al., , 1994 provides the most widely used similarity searching programs, in part because of its accurate statistical estimates. BLAST uses two parameters, K and l, to estimate the statistical signi®cance of a high scoring alignment using the formula (Karlin & Altschul, 1990; Altschul et al., 1994; Altschul & Gish, 1996) :
where x is the similarity score, and m and n are the lengths of the two sequences being compared. Unfortunately, the underlying statistical model used by BLAST for high scoring segment pairs is limited to alignment without gaps (Karlin & Altschul, 1990) , although scores from several ungapped alignments can be evaluated as well (Karlin & Altschul, 1993) . Because sequence alignments between distantly related proteins typically require gaps, and similarity searching with the Smith-Waterman algorithm and the FASTA program (with gaps) can perform better than BLAST on divergent protein families (Pearson, 1995) , we sought a general strategy that would provide accurate statistical estimates for alignments with gaps that would work not only for Smith-Waterman scores but also for FASTA protein-protein, DNA-DNA comparisons, and for comparisons between protein sequences and translated DNA (FASTX, TFASTX, TFASTA). Here, we evaluate several approaches for calculating the``location'' (K) and``scale'' (l) parameters from the distribution of similarity scores from unrelated sequences that are calculated during a sequence database search. We show that statistical estimates for similarity scores that have been scaled to correct for the length-dependence of local similarity scores are very accurate, and that the empirical approach described here provides an internal calibration of the accuracy of the estimates. In addition, we show that length-corrected similarity scores are more effective than raw scores at identifying distantly related members of protein families. These estimation methods have been incorporated into versions 2.0 and 3.0 of the FASTA package of sequence comparison programs.
Results

Accurate statistical estimates
This paper describes a general method for determining the statistical signi®cance of a local similarity score, based on the distribution of similarity scores obtained from a sequence database search. Current protein and DNA sequence databases contain many tens of thousands of sequences, almost all of which are unrelated to an individual query sequence (even the largest protein families comprise less than 5% of a comprehensive protein database like SwissProt or PIR). Thus, every database search provides tens of thousands of scores from unrelated, effectively random, protein and DNA sequences. For local similarity scores, thesè`r andom'' sequence scores are expected to follow the extreme-value distribution (Mott, 1992; Altschul & Gish, 1996) with location and scale parameters{ that re¯ect the lengths and compositions of the query and library sequences and the scoring matrix and gap penalties used. In this section, we show that the statistical signi®cance values produced by several estimate procedures are accurate; thus, they can be used with con®-dence to infer homology from signi®cant sequence similarity.
To calculate the statistical signi®cance of a similarity score from the distribution of unrelatedsequence scores, the location and score parameters must be estimated. Previous workers have described estimation procedures based on searches with random sequences or pruned searches with`r eal'' sequences (Mott, 1992) , successive local subalignments (Waterman & Vingron, 1994) , or by simulations with random sequences (Altschul & Gish, 1996) . We prefer to estimate the parameters directly from the distribution of actual unrelated sequence similarity scores so that any local alignment procedure, including the heuristic methods used by FASTA, can be used. However, unrelated sequence similarity scores are often``contaminated'' with high scores from unrelated sequences; these scores must be removed for accurate estimation. Several methods for estimating these parameters are outlined in Methods.
The distributions of Smith-Waterman, FASTA protein, FASTA DNA, and FASTX similarity scores are accurately described by the extreme-value distribution after parameter estimation from unrelated-sequence similarity scores (Figure 1 ). For SSEARCH, the statistical parameters are estimated from the Smith-Waterman local similarity scores. For the FASTA and FASTX programs, the location and scale parameters are estimated from the distribution of optimized similarity scores (opt scores in Table 1 ). FASTA and FASTX optimized scores result from a Smith-Waterman alignment in a band of 16 or 32 residues centered on the highest scoring initial region found in the FASTA/X scanning heuristic (Pearson, 1990) .
We are most concerned with similarity scores in the upper tail of the distribution (Figure 1, insets) , since the highest similarity scores are used to infer homology. There is excellent agreement between the observed and expected distribution of similarity scores not only for protein sequence comparison using the rigorous Smith-Waterman algorithm (Smith & Waterman, 1981 ; SSEARCH, Figure 1A ), but also for similarity scores calculated by the heuristic FASTA procedure, for either protein-protein or DNA-DNA comparisons ( Figure 1B and C) . The FASTX program compares a DNA query sequence (such as an Expressed Sequence Tag cDNA sequence) to a protein sequence library by translating the DNA sequence in three frames and calculating the best alignment between the translated sequence and a protein sequence, allowing frameshifts (Zhang et al., 1997) ; the frequencies of actual FASTX similarity scores also agree closely with the expected frequencies of scores from the extreme-value distribution.
Because protein and DNA sequence identi®-cation rely on accurate statistics for the highest { For the normal distribution, the location parameter is the mean m and the scale parameter is the standard deviation s. For the extreme-value distribution, exp(Àe scoring sequences from a database, the expectation (E()-values) of the score of the highest scoring unrelated sequence, the number of times the score is expected by chance, is more important than the overall distribution of similarity scores. The E()-value for obtaining a similarity score S > x in a sequence database search is E(S > x) P(S > x)N, where P(S > x) is the probability of obtaining a score S > x in a single comparison (which can be estimated from the extreme-value distribution), and N is the number of tests that have been performed. For similarity searches against a protein sequence database, a similarity score is calculated (a test is performed) for each sequence in the database, so N is the number of entries in the database, Ideally, the highest scoring unrelated sequence should have an expectation value of $1.0; an unrelated (random) sequence should have an expectation value of 0.02 about 2% of the time. The BLAST suite of programs also calculates an expectation, but typically reports the probability of obtaining the score in a database search:
. For E() or P()-values <0.05, the two values are approximately equal, but BLAST P()-values range from 0...1, while FASTA E()-values range from 0 to the number of sequences in the database. Table 1 shows the highest scoring related and unrelated sequences found in each of the searches displayed in Figure 1 . Because the glutathione transferase family used for these searches is large and diverse, it is relatively straightforward to identify the highest-scoring unrelated sequence by doing additional searches with each candidate unrelated sequence. For these examples, the expectation values for the highest scoring unrelated sequences ranged from 0.21 (FASTA DNA) to 2.4 (FASTX). A more comprehensive summary of expectation values for Smith-Waterman (SSEARCH) and FASTA scores is shown in Figures 2 and 3 .
The excellent agreement between observed and expected distributions of similarity scores relies on the local character of the sequence alignment. Figure 1A and C also include examples where low gap penalties were used. When gap penalties are too low, alignments shift from local to global and the extreme value statistics no longer apply (Waterman et al., 1987; Mott, 1992; Altschul & Gish, 1996) . In contrast, very high gap penalties Empirical Sequence Similarity Statistics simply produce fewer alignments with gaps and move the algorithm towards the BLAST HSP model, where the extreme value distribution was ®rst shown to apply (Karlin & Altschul, 1990; Altschul & Gish, 1996) . While high gap-penalties do not compromise the statistical model, they can reduce the effectiveness of the search Pearson, 1995) . The agreement between observed and expected numbers of sequences decreases when low gap penalties were used. In Figure 1A , there is an excess of sequences with scores from 50 to 70; in Figure 1C there are too many observed sequences with scores from 80 to 100. The effect on the expectation value for both distantly related and highestscoring unrelated sequences can be dramatic. For the Smith-Waterman (SSEARCH) protein sequence comparison, reducing the gap penalty to À8/ À 1 raised the expectation value for the highest-scoring unrelated sequence from 0.4 (YJY1_ YEAST, Table 1 ) to 81 (ABF2 _ YEAST, Table 2 ). Likewise, expectation values for related sequences increased several orders of magnitude, so that plant enzymes with expectation values from 0.002 to 0.19 using``reasonable'' gap penalties increased to 6.8 to 16 when the gap penalties were reduced. For this protein sequence comparison, improper gap penalties increased the raw Smith-Waterman similarity score but decreased the signi®cance of the match.
Low gap penalties can also produce erroneously low estimates of statistical signi®cance. When gap penalties for the glutathione transferase cDNA database search are decreased from À16/À4 to À12/À2, the expectation value for the highest scoring unrelated sequence dropped from 0.21 to 0.025, thus indicating statistically signi®cant similarity at the <0.05 criterion. As before, the expectation values for all the divergent related sequences increased substantially. With appropriate``local'' gap penalties, DNA sequence comparison can detect signi®cant similarities between the class-mu High scoring sequences from the searches shown in Figure 1 . Only selected related sequences are shown; all the highest-scoring unrelated sequences are shown. High scoring unrelated sequences are highlighted with an asterisk (*) and italics. The sequence length (len) and several similarity measures are shown. The opt column is the uncorrected Smith-Waterman score for SSEARCH searches, and the``optimized'' FASTA score (see the text) for FASTA searches. The z-sc column reports the length-corrected Z-score for the alignment. The E(N) value reports the number of times the score should be obtained by chance for a search against a database of size N. For searches of the SwissProt database, N $ 58,750; N varies slightly because of the different numbers of excluded sequences with the different searches. Randomly shuf¯ed (A) or unshuf¯ed (B) sequences from 54 PIR39 superfamilies were used to search the PIR39b database. Expectation values for the highest scoring sequence (A) or the highest scoring unrelated sequence (B) were converted to probabilities using the Poisson formula: P() 1 À e ÀE . The probabilities (predicted frequency) were sorted from lowest to highest and plotted as a fraction of the total number of searches (54, observed frequency). Predicted frequencies (probabilities) for the highest unrelated sequence score expectation values calculated using
), or Altschul-Gish (*, *) parameters.
Empirical Sequence Similarity Statistics query sequence and a class-pi mRNA (HSGSTPI, E() < 0.00025). With the lower gap-penalties, the HSGSTPI sequence has a non-signi®cant value (E() < 0.51). thus, increasing the gap penalty to ensure that the highest-scoring unrelated sequence similarity score is $1.0 can improve dramatically the detection of distantly related family members.
To con®rm that the statistical estimates generated by SSEARCH and FASTA are accurate, we performed database searches with sequences from 54 protein families against an annotated protein sequence database (see Methods). Two groups of sequences were used, 54 random sequences derived by shuf¯ing a sequence from each of the 54 families or the 54 original unshuf¯ed sequences. For the random sequences, we determined the expectation of the highest-scoring library sequence (since the query sequence is random, this is the highest scoring unrelated sequence and the score should have an expectation value $1). For the unshuf¯ed sequences, we determined the expec- Selected high scoring related, and highest scoring unrelated sequences from the searches with low gap penalties from Figure 1A and C. High scoring unrelated sequences are highlighted with an asterisk (*) and italics. tation value of the similarity score of the highestscoring unrelated sequence.
In addition to examining the expectation values calculated by the regress1 regression strategy described in Methods, we examined expectation values based on the l, K, and H parameters published by Altschul & Gish (1996) and values based on an alternative regression strategy (regress2, see Methods). The results for all 54 sequences were combined by plotting the cumulative fraction (observed frequency) of the 54 sequences versus the indicated probability (predicted frequency). The indicated probability (P()-value) was calculated from the expectation value (E) using the formula P(E)-1 À e ÀE ; this is the P()-value reported by the BLAST programs. With this transformation, a plot of the cumulative fraction of query sequences versus the P()-value of the highest scoring sequence should have a slope of 1.0, which is indicated as a diagonal line on the plot. Thus, expectation values with a P()-value < 0.02 would occur about 2% of the time, P() < 0.1 about 10% of the time, etc. (Figure 2) . If the calculated expectation values (and their associated Poisson probabilities) are conservative, then the points will lie above and to the left of the diagonal. Points below the diagonal indicate that the expectation values are too low (and thus incorrectly imply statistical signi®cance, Figures 2 and 3) . Figure 2 shows that the two ®tting strategies (regress1 and regress2) and AltschulGish parameters produce accurate and conservative estimates for the expectation value for the highest scoring library sequence when randomly shuf¯ed protein sequences are used. When unshuf¯ed sequences are used and the scores of the highest scoring unrelated sequences are examined, the estimated regress1 and regress2 values are more conservative; with shuf¯ed sequences, Altschul-Gish estimates are slightly more conservative. Thus, the regress1 and regress2 statistical estimates are at least as accurate as those calculated using the Altschul-Gish parameters for protein sequences when the Smith-Waterman algorithm is used.
The estimation strategies are quite¯exible; they can be used for similarity scores calculated by FASTA for protein or DNA searches, and for translated-DNA protein sequence comparison. Figure 3 shows that the expectation values calculated for FASTA protein sequences, with either random (A) or unshuf¯ed (B) sequences, are quite accurate, both when searches are performed with the faster ktup 2 or the more sensitive ktup 1 search strategy. As with the Smith-Waterman searches (Figure 2) , expectation values from searches performed with real unshuf¯ed sequences are somewhat lower than those obtained for random sequences, but the estimates for both random and real sequences rarely overestimate the signi®cance of a similarity more than twofold.
Improved search performance
The best estimation strategy should not only provide accurate estimates, it should also improve similarity search performance by correcting for the expected increase in unrelated sequence similarity score with length. In an earlier paper (Pearson, 1995) , we showed that scaling similarity scores by log(n q /log(n l ), where n l is the length of the library sequence and n q is the length of the query sequence, signi®cantly improved both SmithWaterman and FASTA similarity searches, allowing more distantly related sequences to be identi®ed. The extreme value distribution parameters calculated by regress1, regress2 ®tting and the Altschul-Gish parameters can also be used to correct raw similarity scores for the expected effect of library sequence length{.
We compared the performance of similarity searches performed with ®ve different length-scaling procedures (as well as unscaled scores) using 110 different PROSITE protein families identi®ed as challenging by Henikoff & Henikoff (1993) (Figure 4 ). This set of protein families is twice as large as the earlier PIR39 based group; in addition, it includes more families containing modular protein domains. To evaluate the relative performance of a pair of length-scaling strategies, we examined both the equivalence number criterion used earlier (Pearson, 1995) and also a second measure of search quality, the number of unrelated sequences found plus related sequences missed at the E() < 0.02 signi®cance level. The``equivalence number'' is the number of related sequences that score at or below a similarity score (z-score) that balances the number of related sequences at or below the value and the number of unrelated sequences with scores above the value; i.e. the score where the number of false-positives equals the number of false-negatives. As before, we calculated the z-value for the difference in performance between the best length-scaling method and the alternatives; differences in performance are signi®cant at the 0.05 level if z > 2.
When the equivalence number criterion is used; excellent performance is seen with the regress1 and regress2 scaling strategies and gap penalties of À14 for the ®rst residue in a gap and À2 for each additional residue in the gap. Searches with regress1 scaling perform signi®cantly better than comparison with unscaled-scores. With this database, the regress1 procedure also performs better than the older log(n q )/log(n l )-scaling (log()) that was the best performer in our earlier study (the difference is signi®cant when the À14/À2 gap penalty is used). We attribute this difference to the presence of many more domain-shuf¯ed sequences in the Prosite/SwissProt based test set and to improvements in the regression scaling strategy. (The method used in our earlier paper is shown as { The log(n q )/log(n l ) scaling, though effective in practice, does not have any theoretical basis.
Empirical Sequence Similarity Statistics regress3.) The difference in performance for the three different regression scaling strategies are not signi®cant. On this dataset, searches with similarity scores scaled using Altschul-Gish parameters (gap penalty À14/ À 2) are slightly less effective than regression scaling, but the difference is not statistically signi®cant.
The equivalence number criterion balances the number of false-positive and false-negative results reported in a search, regardless of whether the``related'' sequences have statistically signi®cant similarity scores. For automated sequence classi®cation, a more useful criterion is the number of related sequences missed (false negatives) plus the number of unrelated sequences``found'' (false positives) at a speci®ed con®dence limit. e.g. E() < 0.02. Using this criterion, regress1 with gap penalties of À14/ À2, or regress3 and Altschul-Gish with penalties of À12/À2 are the most effective ( Figure 4B ). As before, searching with unscaled scores is signi®cantly less effective.
Figure 5 also compares searches with FASTA in its most sensitive mode (ktup 1). When either the equivalence number or the E() < 0.02 criterion is used, the Smith-Waterman algorithm always performs signi®cantly better than FASTA with ktup 1 (and better than FASTA, ktup 2, not shown). Not only does the Smith-Waterman algorithm rank distantly related sequences above highscoring unrelated sequences, thus improving the equivalent number, Smith-Waterman also identi®es additional distantly related sequences at the E() < 0.02 criterion.
We also examined the relative performance of the different scaling methods on the 54 protein families from the revised PIR39 dataset (Figure 6 ). On these protein families, the Altschul-Gish parameters provided the most effective searching when the equivalence number criterion was used; regress1 scaling did not perform as well, but the difference was not statistically signi®cant. In contrast to our earlier study (Pearson, 1995) , log(n l ) scaling is not signi®cantly better than regress1 with À14/À2 gap penalties. This difference may re¯ect the more careful selection of the query sequences in the current study; we expect that log()-scaling performs better on this dataset because most of the query sequences share global similarity with their homologues in the PIR39 protein database.
Discussion
We have examined several strategies for correcting the length-dependence of local protein sequence similarity scores. The default method used by programs in versions 2.0 and 3.0 of the FASTA package (Pearson, 1996) , regress1, produces accurate statistical estimates and signi®-cantly improves search performance over unscaled similarity scores. In addition, Altschul-Gish scaling and regress2 and regress3 scaling are available in current versions of the programs; however, Altschul-Gish scaling is available only for protein sequence comparisons.
The accurate and conservative statistical estimates shown in Figures 2 and 3 are due in part to our selection of the 54 query sequence families. Query sequences with highly biased amino acid compositions, such as histones, keratins, metallothioneins, produce``signi®cant'' (E()50.01) matches with unrelated library sequences because of sequence bias alone. This problem has been well documented (Wootton & Federhen, 1993; Altschul et al., 1994) and tools are available to identify and remove highly biased regions in protein and DNA sequences (Wootton & Federhen, 1993) .
Our results suggest that, once biased composition regions have been removed, the statistical estimates can be relied upon to re¯ect accurately the frequency of a similarity score occuring by chance. Investigators often wonder: what P()-value or E()-value should be used to infer homology? The answer to this question depends both on the number of searches that are being performed and the investigator's concern about inferring homology erroneously. If one search is performed each week on a newly sequenced protein, using the criterion P() E() < 0.02 for inferring homology, then, on average, one sequence in 50, or one per year, will have a homology assigned incorrectly. Thesè`f alse positive'' errors can be reduced by using a more strict criterion for inferring homology (e.g. P() E() < 0.001), but this will cause additional distant homologues to be missed. For example, when the E() < 0.02 criterion is used with the 110 Prosite/SwissProt query sequences, 4674 related Empirical Sequence Similarity Statistics sequences are missed in the 110 searches; when the stricter E() < 0.001 criterion is used, an additional 732 sequences are missed.
Estimation of statistical signi®cance of local similarity scores from the empirical distribution of similarity scores was ®rst proposed by Collins et al. (1988) . These authors recognized that the number of high-scoring sequences declined exponentially and suggested ®tting a line to all but the highest scoring 3% of similarity scores. They did not correct for the effect of library sequence length on unrelated sequence similarity score; without length correction, search performance is signi®cantly worse. In addition, they did not estimate a scale parameter, making it dif®cult to estimate accurately the statistical signi®cance of very high scoring sequences. Mott (1992) used maximum likelihood estimation of the parameters of the extreme value distribution to evaluate statistical signi®cance. His approach is similar to the regress2 estimation evaluated here, except that maximum likelihood estimation was used instead of linear regression and a composition parameter (c) as well as library sequence length (n l ) was included in the likelihood estimation. Calculation of c may provide even more effective scaling of unrelated similarity scores with similar compositions, but it is computationally intensive, as c is the positive root of the equation AE u,v p u q v e S(u,v)/c 1 (Mott, 1992) . Since c depends both on the amino acid composition of the query sequence p u and each library sequence q v , it must be recalculated for each sequence comparison. Length scaling clearly provides a signi®-cant improvement in search effectiveness; we plan to examine the additional bene®t of compositionscaling in the future.
An alternative strategy for estimating l and K was described by Waterman & Vingron (1994) . Their approach estimates the statistical parameters by examining the distribution of sub-optimal alignment scores. The approach requires additional alignments to be calculated, and sequences with internal duplications can confuse the estimation procedure if the duplications are not recognized. Their approach is especially effective in examining the signi®cance of a single pairwise alignment, since an arbitrary number of sub-optimal scores can be generated from a pair of sequences. The Waterman-Vingron estimate re¯ects the difference between the optimal alignment score for a sequence pair and alternative alignment scores for the same pair of sequences, and thus is similar to estimates produced by randomly shuf¯ing one of the sequences and examining the distribution of scores. The database-based parameters described here estimate the signi®cance of a similarity in the context of an entire protein sequence database search, rather than alternative alignments of two sequences. Expectation values calculated from database searches are often quite similar to those calculated by comparisons to shuf¯ed sequences (Pearson, 1996) .
A strength of our empirical approach is that, at least in theory, it can produce expectation values for any local similarity scoring function. For example, the regress1 statistical estimates are used in FASTA-SWAP and FASTA-PAT (Lafunga et al., 1996) , which are used to search consensus pattern databases. However, before relying on the empirical statistical estimates calculated by FASTA for unconventional scoring matrices, gap-penalties, or databases, an analysis similar to those shown in Figures 2 and 3 should be performed to ensure that the expectation values of high scoring and unrelated sequences are accurate.
Length scaling signi®cantly improves similarity searching performance (Figures 5 and 6 ; Pearson, 1995) by correcting for the variance of unrelated sequence similarity scores are likely to improve search performance as well. Clearly, the effect of amino acid composition should be considered, as was done by Mott. In addition, it may be possible to correct for the effect of hydrophobic patches and of low complexity regions. Reducing the``noise'' from high scoring, unrelated sequences may provide additional improvements in search performance.
Methods
Sequence libraries and similarity searching
Searches were performed on the annotated portion (PIR1) of the National Biomedical Research Foundation protein sequence database (Barker et al. (1990) , release 39, 31 December 1993, 4,306,189 amino acid residues in 11,982 sequences), augmented as described by Pearson (1995) . This older library, and the same set of query sequences, was used to provide consistency with the earlier work. The library has been annotated so that every sequence in the database has been assigned to a protein superfamily. The earlier experiments compared the performance of two comparison methods, a reference method and an experimental method, to reduce the effects of a superfamily misclassi®cation. This report focuses on the statistics of high-scoring unrelated sequences, which required modi®cations to the original reference database. Searches were performed with the SmithWaterman algorithm and when high-scoring, apparently unrelated sequences were found, additional searches were done to con®rm that the sequences were in fact unrelated. In several cases (for example, serine proteases, protein kinases, immunoglobulins, and calcium binding proteins) it became clear that homologous members of the same protein family had been assigned different superfamily numbers. These sequences from the same superfamily were given the same superfamily number. This database is referred to as PIR39b, and is available from ftp://ftp.virginia.edu/pub/fasta.
Searches were performed with 54 of the 67 query sequences selected from the PIR39 database listed in Table I of Pearson (1995) . Thirteen of the previous superfamilies were excluded either because they were homologous with other superfamilies (immunoglobulin kappa V-I, kappa C, class-I HLA) or because they contained regions with highly biased amino acid composition (HIV gag polyprotein, HPV L2 and E2 proteins, hepatitis core antigen, muc, keratin, protamine Y2, histone H1b, soybean protease inhibitor, and metallothionein). A database of random query sequences with the same length and amino acid composition as the 54 query PIR39 query sequences was constructed by uniformly shuf¯ing each of the 54 sequences using the program randseq. The families with biased amino acid composition were identi®ed when searches with the randomly shuf¯ed sequences produced large numbers of sequences with high similarity scores.
A second set of query sequences was developed from the 254 challenging PROSITE (Bairoch, 1991) pattern families described by Henikoff & Henikoff (1993) . Query sequence families were selected from the original PROSITE families if the family had 40 or more members in release 34 of SwissProt (Bairoch & Boechmann, 1991) . A copy of SwissProt was modi®ed to include PROSITE pattern numbers and additional sequences were labeled with the numbers if they shared signi®cant similarity (E() < 0.005) with family members. The resulting set of Prosite/SwissProt-based query sequences contains 110 sequences. The PIR39 and Prosite/ SwissProt34 query sets have 20 protein families in common. Both the revised PIR39 annotated database and the annotated SwissProt 34 database are available from ftp://ftp.virginia. edu/pub/fasta.
Similarity searches and scoring matrices
Searches with the FASTA (Pearson & Lipman, 1988; Pearson, 1990) and Smith-Waterman (Smith & Waterman, 1981; Pearson & Miller, 1992) algorithms were performed in parallel on a DEC alpha 2100 4/275 using a general platform for large-scale sequence comparison as described by Pearson (1995) . Version 3.0t of the FASTA programs was used. Protein sequence comparisons were performed with the BLOSUM50 scoring matrix (Henikoff & Henikoff, 1992) using gap penalties of À12 or À14 for the ®rst residue in a gap and À2 for each additional residue. DNA sequence comparisons used the scoring matrix used by BLASTN, which scores a match as 5 and a mismatch as À4. The standard DNA gap penalty was À16 for the ®rst residue in a gap and À4 for additional residues. Sequence comparisons with FASTX, which compares a translated DNA sequence to a protein sequence library, used a gap penalty of À15/ À 3 with a frame-shift penalty of À30.
Statistical estimates for scaled similarity scores
Six methods, Altschul-Gish, log()-scaled, scaled, unscaled, regress1, regress2, and regress3, were used to calculate statistical estimates for similarity scores. Altschul-Gish estimates were calculated using the table of l, K, and H parameters described by Altschul & Gish (1996) . These parameters were than used in the following equation to calculate the probability of obtaining a score in a single sequence comparison:
where m, n, are the length of the query and library sequences, respectively, and m H m À ln(mn)/H and n H n À ln(mn)/H. P()-values from equation (2) were converted expectation values for obtaining a score in a database search using equation:
where N is the number of sequences in the library database (the number of times a score was calculated).
We also evaluated four methods for estimating statistical signi®cance based on the distribution of similarity scores that are calculated during a similarity search of a protein or DNA sequence database. The mean m and standard deviation s (which are related to Kmn and l) can be estimated from the distribution of similarity scores produced in a search, but they will vary depending on the scoring matrix and gap penalties (Altschul & Gish, 1996) . The estimation is straightforward if all the sequences are unrelated, as occurs when random sequences are compared to one another (Altschul & Gish, 1996) , or are used to search a sequence database (Mott, 1992) . However, the estimation is more dif®cult if a``real'' protein sequence is used to calculate the similarity scores because some of the similarity scores may be very high when homologous proteins are present. If``contaminating'' high similarity scores from homologous sequences are not removed from the estimation, the scale parameter is greatly overestimated, which reduces the statistical signi®cance of related sequences.
The simplest estimation method (unscaled) calculates the mean m and variance s 2 for all the unscaled similarity scores and then calculated a zvalue for each score using the formula: z (S À m)/s. Similarity scores from related sequences are then removed by excluding sequences with z-values >7.0 or <À3.0 and the process of estimation and exclusion is repeated as many as ®ve times.
This z-value was converted to a probability using the extreme value distribution:
calculated by the regress1, regress2, regress3, or log()-scaling methods described below, into the probability P(z) of obtaining that score by chance in a single sequence comparison. Once P(z) for one comparison is known, equation (3) can be used to estimate the number of times the score would be expected after the N (typically 10,000 to 250,000) sequence comparison performed in a database search.
We also examined the performance of a simple log-length correction (log()-scaled) described by Pearson (1995) . Similarity scores were multiplied by the term ln(200)/ln(n), where n was the length of the library sequence; the mean and variance were estimated as with the unscaled scores above. This method has no theoretical basis; it was included because is had performed well in earlier tests.
The regression-based methods for estimating the location and scale parameters use a pruning strategy to remove exceptionally high scores that are calculated when related sequences are compared. Because one does not know whether a score is exceptionally high until the length and scale parameters are estimated, if high scores are included in this estimation process, the scale parameter will be too large, with the result that scores from related sequences will not be excluded. Two pruning strategies were used: regress1 performs two regressions of the scores with respect to log(n l ) and excludes scores from library sequence length bins with high variance and then performs a ®nal regression (Figure 7 ; regress3 uses the same pruning strategy); regress2 performs the same regression, but estimates the scale parameter from the variance of the center 90% of library sequence length bins ranked by residual variance, repeating this process up to ®ve times (in practice, it is done twice, on average). Estimates for regress1 and regress3 regression-scaled scores are calculated by the following steps.
(1) The similarity scores are``binned'' into a histogram as a function of ln n l , where n l is the length of the library sequence: 10ln(10) 23 bins were used for each tenfold change in length. The mean m and standard error of the mean (SEM, s 2 / N p ) for each bin are calculated.
(2) A line is ®t using linear regression weighted by the SEM through the mean scores (m) of the bins ( . Length correction of similarity scores. The effect of the regress1 strategy on similarity scores for the gtm1_ mouse (A and C) and opsd _ human (B and D) query sequences. Searches were performed with a 500 sequence subset of the PIR39b protein sequence database; scores for every sequence in the database are shown. A and B, The length dependence of the raw Smith-Waterman similarity scores. Large ®lled squares indicate scores that were excluded because they had z-scores above the threshold used to prunè`o utliers'' (step 3; seven scores for gtm1_ mouse; seven for opsd _ human). The bracket indicates the bin that was excluded because it had residual standard error higher than three times the average standard error (step 5; 55 scores in one bin at length 245 to 269 for gtm1_ mouse; 59 scores in one bin at 365 to 402 for opsd _ human). The ®nal regression line used to calculate the expected mean score as a function of library sequence length is also shown. C and D, The length dependence and distribution of the length-corrected z-scores.
penalty À14/À2), this step removed 109(AE10) (mean(AESEM)) of the 59,020 sequences per query.
(4) The linear regression coef®cients (equation (5)) are recalculated.
(5) Bins with residual standard error three times the average residual standard error are removed from the calculations. For the 110 query sequences used to search SwissProt, this step removed 0.87(AE0.06) bin with 1343(AE131) sequences per query, an average. The bins removed in Figure 7A and C are indicated with a t.
(6) The linear-regression formula (equation (5)) is calculated a third time, and the average residual variance s 2 is calculated. (7) regress1 z-values are calculated using the formula:
regress3 (Pearson, 1995) calculates s from a second regression against lnn l ; while regress1 simply uses the average residual variance.
(8) Z-scores (Z) are derived from the z-values (z) using the formula: Z(z) 50 10z. (As a result of this scaling, Z-scores have approximately the same magnitude as raw similarity scores calculated with the PAM250 or BLOSUM50 matrices.)
As can be seen in Figure 7B and D, the lengthcorrected Z-scores have an average 50, independent of length. As a result of the length correction, the variance of the similarity scores is typically reduced from 30 to 50%, which can improve the statistical signi®cance of a related sequence score 5 to 20-fold or more, while the scores of long (>2000 amino acid residues) library sequences are often reduced from 0.5 to 1 standard deviation.
The regress2 strategy uses the following steps.
(1) As with regress1, the similarity scores arè`b inned'' into a histogram as a function of lnn l , where n l is the length of the library sequence. The mean m and SEM of each bin are calculated.
(2) A line is ®t using a weighted linear regression through the mean cores (m) of the bins using equation (5).
(3) The average residual variance of the bins was calculated excluding 10% of the bins, 5% with the largest and 5% with the smallest variance.
(4) The z-value (equation (6)) of each similarity score is calculated and scores with z-values <À3.0 or >7.0 are removed form the bins and the mean and SEM of the bin is re-calculated.
(5) Steps (2) to (5) are repeated up to ®ve times, or until fewer than ®ve sequences have been removed. For the 110 query sequences used to search the SwissProt database, 97.4(AE12.9) of 59,020 library sequences were excluded after 2.5(AE0.07) iterations.
(6) The linear-regression formula (equation (5)) is calculated a ®nal time, and the average residual variance s 2 of all the bins is calculated. (7) Z-values are calculated using equation (7). (8) Z-scores calculated from z-values as before.
Z-values for unscaled and log-length scaled scores are calculated from the mean and variance of the scores, after iteratively pruning scores with z-values >7.0 and <À3.0. (The mean and variance was recalculated up to ®ve times after removing the high and low scoring sequences.) This iterative strategy is also used to recalculate the log(n l ) regression coef®cients in the regression scaling instead of removing length``bins'' with high variance.
Variations on the bin sizes and pruning limits for regress1, regress2, and regress3 strategies were examined; the limits chosen tend to exclude a small number of high or low scoring sequences in 0 to 2 length bins (regress1, regress3) or after only a few iterations (regress2). The bin size chosen yields a large number (>45 for library sequence lengths from 100 to 1000 amino acid residues) of well-populated bins from sequences that differ in length by about 10%. Because it excludes all the scores in a library sequence length bin, the regress1 strategy appears more aggressive. However, in the searches of SwissProt, scores from only 1 of the 62 length bins are excluded, on average, leaving more than 95% of the scores in the remaining 61 bins. The regress2 strategy pruned about 100 scores (<0.2% of the sample) per query sequence, which is similar to the average number of related sequences per query (99 AE 10). Of course, the most distantly related sequences are not excluded by pruning, and thus the 100 pruned scores include some scores from unrelated sequences.
Comparison of normalization methods
The ability of searches using different length normalization methods to identify distantly related sequences was evaluated as described (Pearson, 1995) . Brie¯y, searches are done with a large number of query sequences (110 queries from the Prosite/SwissProt``challenging'' families or 108 queries from the 54 PIR39b families) using two length normalization methods. For evaluations using the equivalence number (Pearson, 1995) , the number of sequences missed with each method is compared, and a method receives a or À depending on whether more or fewer sequences are missed. The distribution of pluses and minuses is compared to that expected from a binomial distribution or its normal approximation (the signtest). The distribution of pluses and minuses is represented by the z-value the normal approximation in Figure 4 (right panels) and Figures 5 and 6; in these Figures, z-values >2 are statistically signi®cant in a two-tailed test at the P() < 0.05 level. Signtest z-values for the PIR queries were divided by 2 p because two queries were used from each family (Pearson, 1995) .
Search performance was also evaluated using the second criterion for``®nding'' a related sequence; the number of related sequences with E() > 0.02 plus the number of unrelated sequences with E() < 0.02. When just the number of related sequences with E() > 0.02 was used, methods that produced very low E()-values for every sequence appeared to perform well. By adding the number of unrelated sequences with E() < 0.02 to the number of related sequences with E() > 0.02, methods with inaccurate E()-values do not have an advantage. Sums of the related sequences with E() > 0.02 and unrelated sequences with E() < 0.02 were compared between methods and evaluated using the signtest. These results are referred to as the E() < 0.02 criterion in Figures 4 to 6. 
